Games: Books, Cards & Bingo by Gale Sherman

Themes: Imagination, Empowerment, Creativity, Respect, Self-esteem, Awareness of others, Community, Respect, Empathy

Pets Helping Kids' Books:
- Have You Seen a POG? A Mix-and-Match Pop-Up Book by Kees Moerbeek
- New at the Zoo A Mix-and-Match Pop-Up Book by Kees Moerbeek

Each book has 5 pop-up animals (including a Dog in the POG book). The pages are cut horizontally. I read the books with the animals and stories intact. The children then take turns selecting a book and creating a silly animal (by matching a top half page with a bottom half page) that they present to the rest of us. Depending on your time you can repeat several times.) Great fun and funny!!!

Activities: Divide the group into 2 sections with an adult helping with each game. When finished the groups go to the other game.

Dog Bingo
- Note: Your dog’s picture should be mounted in the “FREE” spot.
- Play this until everyone gets one bingo. Some one may be first to get the Bingo, but continue playing until everyone has one bingo.

Gabriel’s Angels Concentration
- Note: Get two trading cards from 14 or more teams. Cover the Backside so it is blank or the same on that side.
- Play the usual concentration game, but when someone gets a match they get to hold those cards, but do not go a second turn. The next player goes, etc. The winner is the one with the most pairs of cards.